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Letters to the Editor

February 24, 2000

the suspensionofstudentorganizations, who
choose to distribute condoms.
The next two issues have been presented
by the administration in defense of their
position. The first is that public distribution
of condoms on campus propertypresents a
view contrary to Seattle University's status
as
a Catholic institution. Subsequently, this
"It is irrational to think that a
contradiction would create a public image
public audience is mature enough that the university condones premarital sex.
to identify a distinction between
Myresponse to this concern is that notall
universitiesexercisea positionproCatholic
the views of the students and the
hibiting condom distribution. In fact,
views of the university on thepre- Gonzaga University, our neighbors east of
ceding two issues, but not in the the mountains,allows students to distribute
case of condoms andsexuality, an condoms.
Furthermore, most universities, including
issue wherethere is already a much those
that are affiliated with the Catholic
more defined public perception in church, such as Georgetown, our neighbors
the difference ofpositions embod- eastofthe Mississippi, haveadoptedaground
"
breakingposition that, with regardstospeech
ied by students and Jesuits.
and expression,notevery position expressed
For too long there has been too much on campus property reflects the position of
confusion about the university's policy on the university. Therefore, the university can
the distribution of condoms. Taking the adopt an official disclaimer that the views
initiative to investigate the issue, the ASSU andbeliefs expressedby their studentsdo not
Council learned that no written policy exists reflect the views of the university. The
regarding the distribution of condoms, but it implication wouldbe that students can pubis prohibitednonetheless,onthe grounds that liclyprotest theWTO oncampusproperty,or
it violates an important ingredient of the sponsor a university debate on capital punJesuit tradition— its understanding of sexu- ishment, without any confusion as to whose
ality. OnTuesday,Feb. 15, the ASSUCoun- beliefs they are representing.
In fact, bothof the previous two examples
cil took a major step in the representationof
its students by petitioning the university to took place this year, with no juridical rediscontinue its prohibitionof condom distri- sponse fromtheuniversity. It is irrational to
bution.
think that apublic audience is mature enough
There are essentially three primary issues to identifya distinctionbetweenthe views of
surrounding the debate on condomdistribu- the students and the views of the university
tion,all of which weigh heavily in favor of on the preceding two issues, but not in the
the resolution.
caseofcondomsandsexuality,anissue where
The first issue is a procedural one. The there is alreadya much more definedpublic
university has no writtenpolicy prohibiting perception in the difference of positions emthe distribution of condoms, and itis proce- bodiedby students andJesuits.

My response is that condoms do not promote a "mechanistic" view of sexuality, but
rather, they serve to protect against sexually
transmitted diseases, many of which didnot
exist in the 12th century. Furthermore,
condoms act as a safety measure to protect
against the harms of "mechanistic" sexual
behavior,and thereisnoinherent relationship
between protecting against the harms of an
act and condoning it.
Toclose,Iwouldlike toask for two things.
First,to theadministration come to thetable.
Many membersof the administration have
expressed an interest in continuing this dialogue. In response to this interest, we have
offered, and will continue to offer, many
opportunities for the dialogue to continue.
Please show us your concern by participating
in them, or initiating some of your own.
Publish a response to the resolution in The
Spectator. We cannot have a dialogue unless
we come to the same table, and we do it in a
public setting where all concerned individuals can participate, and there is a possibility

CONDOM

RESOLUTION

duraNy unfair to prohibit an act of free expression when there is no policy to that effect. Furthermore, the university has no
grounds for the punishment of students, or

—

for the development of a synthesis.
And finally, to the students and student

organizations affectedby theuniversity 'sprohibition of condom distribution, Iwould like
to encourage you to ignore the prohibition,
and distribute condoms. However, there is
—
one stipulation make sure it is done in an
educational environment. If youdo this, the
Council will support you, and because the
university has no written policy on the issue,
there is no appropriate enforcement mechanism.

"The current issue involvedcondom distribution. Thebigger, universal issue involves everything. As a council, we
decided administration
should not have the

The next argument isthatcondomsrepresent a "mechanistic" view of sexuality, and
this view conflicts with the Jesuit under-

standing of sexuality.
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fusion about why Ivoted in favor of Resolution 00-1. The
issue for someinterested in this
resolution involved the distribution of condoms. For such
programs as Peer Educators,
options are limited when trying
to teach proper condom use.
Whether or not such education
is validis not the issue ofResolution00-1.
The issue was this: "The
ASSU Representative Council
strongly requests Seattle
University's administration to
discontinue its enforcement of
a policy that does not legally or
administratively exist..."
The current issue involved
condom distribution. The bigger, universal issue involves
everything. As a council, we
decided administration should
not have the power to enforce
any policy that does not exist.
Further,as a student body, we
have toldadministration wedo
not want them to enforcesucha
policy. Theincludes any issue,
notjustcondom distributionby
students.
Nic Romero
Resident Representative
Sophomore,communication
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News
Students join in rally against proposed law

February 24, 2000

Legislation infringes onfarmworkers' rights, according to protesters
AMY BARANSKI
Staff Reporter

the highly criticized Bracero program during World War 11.
The Bracero (literal translation:
arms)program wasdesignedtomeet
the shortage of laborers in agriculture during WWII.
U.S. immigration policies were
loosened toallowmillions ofMexicanlaborersintothe country tomeet
the demand for workers.
After the war,agricultural growersconvinced theU.S.Government
to continue the Bracero program.
It was finally dismantledin 1964
aftermuchcriticismaboutthe poor
enforcement of guaranteed wages
and duration of employment.
However opponents to the program argue that basically the same
policies are still in effect, and that
the wages and living conditions of
farmworkers have remained stagnant and inadequate for years.
According to Mario Obledo, a
nationalLatinoicon whohas worked
to reform the conditions of migrant

Concilio for the Spanish
Speaking,spoke against the
pending act.
tionsoffarmworkers
OnPresident'sDay, Seattle Uni'This immigration bill is
be addressedby the
versity students marched withover
tremendously important begovernment. They
50 other demonstrators to protest
cause it will allow growers
don't see a difference
between
currentlegislation that they believe
to immigrate an unlimited
is detrimental to the quality of life
amount of workers,"
farmworker's curfor migrant farmworkers.
rent conditions and
Sanchez said.
Thecurrentlegislation wasintrotheirconditionsdurSanchez and other speakby
long
October
U.S.
the
22
-5 were supported by the
ing
duced last
Sens.
year
Bob Graham D-Fla. and Gordon
program.
presence
Bracero
of Larry Gossett,
King County Councilman.
Smith R-Fla. It is called the
The march was a
"Farmworker Adjustment Act,"and
Seattle-based stuGossett urgedthe crowed
dentorganizedeffort
promotes a new category of "adU.S. Sens. Slade
R-Wash., and Patty
justed workers".
by
Joaquin
,D-Wash., to strike
Proponentsof the actinclude the
Hernandez,asecond
AmericanFarmBureauFederation
down the Farmworker Adyear law student at
SU, and Joshua
justment Act.
and the National Council of AgriAlex,aUniversityof
cultural Employers.
"All it is, is sweet soundThese supporters say that it is a
Washington lawstuing words that would give
waytoresolveso-calledlaborshortlegitimate and legalizedsupdent.
Brian Ross / Staff photographer port for people who want to
ages for agricultural employers.
Hernandez spoke SUstudentsmarchonPresident's
Dayforfarmworkers.
out against the
The act would revise the current
continue toexploit theworkH-2A guest workerprogram, aproFarmworker Adjustment Act
for Students for Farmworker Jus- ers in our nation," Gossett said.
gramthat legally allows growers to
"No one, absolutely no one de"There can be no way that
import foreign farmworkers under farmworkers, Wash. state servesthis kindoftreatment what
Last year several hundred pro- farmworkerscanachieveeconomic
short term contracts,and allow
testers met in Olympia to support justice with the passage of these
undocumentedfarmworkers to
Gov.Gary Locke's demand forad- kinds of laws," Gossett said.
easily
enter
SUsenior Leilani Finaudescribed
country.
equate farmworker housing.
more
the
m
enlightenment of the
The act would alsoallowmistate
her
The
estimated that about
250,000 farmworkers and families farmworker's situation through her
grantfarmworkers to gain persweet
manent residentalien statusby
lackedadequatehousing,beingleft invol vementatEl CentradelaRaza.
to live onriverbanks or the fields in
working 180 days per year in
She also expressedopposition to
agriculture.
which they worked.
the Farmworker Adjustment Act.
Demonstrators who oppose
want to
to
SU seniorRobertRiversrecently
"It's going to have an adverse
this act say this claim is miswent ona tour offarmworker hous- effect other than the generalpopuleading, and that in fact it does
ing and described what he saw as, lation would think," Finau said.
permanent
not ensure
residence
"insufficient living conditions."
Even though this year's march
Larky Gosset, King county Councilman
status for farmworkers.
was
things
people
vastly smaller than last years
saw
like 70
livAccording todemonstrators
organizers
thought that their
a
facility
people
in
made forSO
the
beds,"
itis nearimpossible tofind 180
Rivwas
delivered
message
sufficiently.
Isaw bunks with no
days of consecutive work in agri- farmworkers whoharvest thestate's thisbilldoesis veryun-American," ers said.
onlyjust
"Ithink thisis
thebeginculture, and many laborers are lucrative apple product (account- Hernandez said.
Rivers also said that farmwork- ning Despite our numbers today
forced to work non-farm related ing for more thanhalf of the apples
Themarchers metat Seattle Cen- ersarelivingunprotectedfrom pes- we really got ourmessage across
jobs tosurvive throughout theyear. consumed in the nation) are still tral Community College, despite ticides.
people turned their heads,"
Opponents to the act also dislike paid about $10 for picking a one- unwelcome weather conditions,and
"Stuff like this shouldn't happen Hernandez said.
the strict limitation to agriculture ton binof apples, their same wage marched their waydown to theFed- anymore," Rivers said.
The demonstrators' nextmoveis
work.
during the 60s and70s.
eral Building.
Ricardo Sanchez,director ofthe to writeand proposea farmworkers'
They fear the act's similarity to
ProtesterslastMondaydemanded
This is the second annual march Farmworker Justice Project at billof rights to the U.S. Senate.
that current wages
and living condi-

k

Cure
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sounding words that
"All it is, is
wouldgive legalized supportfor people
who
continue exploit the
workers in our nation,"

t[
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Bill Bradley speaks to students at SCCC
AMY BARANSKI
Staff Reporter

...

night on environmental issues was Al Gore.
encemajor,attendedthe townhouse slinging of politics he was very
targeted towards a Northwest
BradleycriticizedGore'sinvolve- style meeting.
sincere very American," Sanded
crowd.
ment in the 1996 Democratic fund"He didn't go back to the mud- said.
Last night DemocraticpresidenBradley received cheers after he raisingcampaign scandal.
tial candidate Bill Bradley, visited mentionedtheneedtosubject SUVs
"When he [Gore]goesupagainst
with studentsand localresidents in to the sameinspectionas other motor somebody like John McCain,
a town house style meeting at Se- vehicles.
McCain will beathim like a drum
attle CentralCommunity College.
"Protecting the natural world on that issue and it puts at risk a
Bradley will campaignuntil Mon- means protecting those places that Democratic agendain thiselection,"
day for Washington state's upcom- allowus to come into contact with Bradley said.
ing Presidential primary, which somethingthat's largerthan weare,
Adding a more lighthearted note
takes place Tuesday,Feb. 29.
to
something
longer
and
that lasts
than
theevening,a littlegirlunexpectBradleyacceptedquestions from we do," Bradleysaid.
edlyran on stageand stood next to
the audienceand respondedopenly,
One of Bradley's chief concerns Bradley. She was swarmed by the
occasionally drawing cheers from is health care reform.He advocates press as Bradleybentdowntogreet
the audience members.
a universal health care system in her.
The girl's mother ran after her
Mayor PaulSchelIand Congress- which all Americans will have acmen Jim McDermott introduced cess to free and adequate medical and proceeded to ask Bradley if
Bradley, endorsingBradley's cam- insurance.
there was any hope for thedemandpaign tobe the next Presidentofthe
Bradley has also consistently ing costs of child care for single
United States.
fallen on the pro-choice side of the mothers.
Bradley's talk focused on his abortion debate.He believes in a
Bradley's answer was that there
commitment to making health in- woman's right to choose.
is hope.
surance accessibletoall Americans,
"I have always been pro-choice
If elected President, Bradley
protecting the environment,educa- for all women, all the time," Brad- wouldaddress thisproblembydoution reform, campaign finance re- ley said.
bling child development block
form and gun control.
After discussing other social is- grants and making a child care tax
Althoughthe environmenthasnot sues, Bradley contrastedhisrecord credit refundable.
traditionally been foremost on and beliefs to those of the other
Matthew Sanderl,a Seattle UniJim Rennie / Staff Photographer
Bradley'sagenda,his emphasislast DemocraticPresidentialcandidate, versity sophomore and politicalsci- BillBradleyspoke last night at SCCC.

...

...
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ASSU primary yields surprise result
Virgil Domaoan walks away withpresidential position
MEGHAN BRADY
Staff Reporter

"Our campusisin greatneedof a
center, a heart, and this [new SUB]

Rivieccio is a candidatebecause ing others ina leadershipcapacity." enced withthe job,personable,and
she feels that, because of her past Hebelieves that,as a frosh,hisnew "often get ideas for projectsdirectly
can fulfill that need."
experience as the advocacycoordi- ideas will enhance his "ability to from the people" he represents.
Tuesday's ASSU primary elec'The role of ASSU is slowly nator on RHA, she is knowledge- serve the SU community."
He is currently aResident Repretions yielded a surprising result. strengtheninginthe students' expe- able of what issues students need
Dixoniscurrently a FroshRepre- sentative withASSU Counciland a
Insteadof narrowing down the can- rience here on campus. Iwant to addressed.
sentative on ASSU Council. This supervisor with Intramural sports.
"Ifeel that Ihave a lot of experi- experiencehasallowedhim "tolearn Also, Romero served on the Acdidates for the presidential seat, the continue to have that grow,"
elections gave Seattle
Domaoan said. "Wehave to foster ence in different areas that have the workings ofSUstudent govern- counts Committee for ASSU this
University their new
givenme theneeded tools tofight to ment from the inside." Dixon is past year and has done numerous
ASSUPresident
better improve this campus in lack also on the Web Steering Commit- projects dealing with student emVirgil Domaoan, with
of sense of commupowerment.
"TheSUcommunity
nity, facility's probhis overwhelming 71
percent majority wasaulems and service iswill be enhanced besues," Rivieccio said
tomaticallydeclared the
cause projects generwant to
ating more money for
winner.
She iscurrently inAny person who revolvedin ASSU as Atstudent clubs will become a reality," said
LargeRepresentative,
ceives over50 percentof
care
applyingtobe an Orivotes in the primary
Romero.
Advisor,
wins
entation
33 percent of the
working at Rite Aid
"I didn't think aboi
voteswentto Romero's
Virgil domaoan, ASSU
thenumbers toomuch,
and participating in
opponent, Stephen
Virgil Domaoan
was just excited to kno>
Toastmasters.
Sullivan.
Sullivan inpresident Elect
elected,
"get
thestudents
saw
ho>
If
Rivieccio
tends
to
that
student
Iwant to workfor them,"Domaoan this positive energy to help our promises to"enhance
voices heard."
saiduponhearing ofhisexceptional school become more unified."
the SUcommunityby gettingclubs tee, applying to be an OA, is a
"Thereare many issues that stuwin.
401 Seattle University students more involved in the community, Student to Student Representative dents feel need to be addressed,"
"I want to thank everyone who voted in the primary elections last help to get commuters to want to and holds two part time jobs.
Sullivan said. "I want to work divoted, even if they didn't vote for Tuesday to determine which two stay on campus, get the handcuffs
Dixon promises to "pursue stu- rectly to enhance the SU commume, because it shows they care candidates in each category would off ofASSU so thatthestudents can dent supportand backing forASSU nity."
Sullivan, a varsity swimmer,
enough about the future of the move on to the final election.
have the voice they deserve, and Council so that the Council might
school,"Domaoan saidof the large
The final candidates for Vice work withother groups on campus have greater influence with which Jammin' Jesuit, and APONational
turn out of student voters.
President for Student Affairs are to hold betterevents and get every- to persuade the administration to Community participant, believes
While in office, Domaoan plans AngelaRivieccioand Jacob Dixon, one more involved."
listen to student needs and wants." thathis"motivation and determinato "keep campaigning for the new receiving3 1percent and36 percent
Vyingfortheothercategory, Vice tion"specifically sets himapart from
Her opponent,Jacob Dixon,is a
Student Union Building."
of the votes respectively.
candidate because he enjoys "serv- President of Finance, areNicholas his opponent.
"My goals include increased
Romero and Stephen Sullivan.
Romero, who received 30 percent school spirit, better serving school

"1

thank everyone who
voted because it shows they
enough about thefuture of
the school,"

ASSU primary

election results

...

ofthe votes, is a candidatebecause clubs and improving ways of gethe wants tocontinuepromotingthe tingstudents informed on what we
students and advocate for morerep- need and want to know," said
resentation and money for SU's Sullivan.
The final election will be this
clubs.
Romero believes he is experi- Tuesday, Feb. 29.
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Campus Card functions to increase, improve
SaraBader
StaffReporter
Itis9:30 p.m., and youare standing outside Campion's electronic
doors.Doors thatlaugh inyourface,
sneering as the red light comes on
again,and again, and again as you
vainly swipe your Campus Card
throughthehostileelectronic reader.
You shiver in agony as the wind
howls through the dark allies and
sulking trees snatch at you.
Where, oh where is the security
guard?
Youfeel the icygrip offear tightening around your throat as you
think ofthepossibility ofwhatmight
happen in the dark, as primal
thoughts of your most basic needs
settle like a lump in your stomach.
The cavemight close,and you wirl
still be craving that greasy Pizza
Hut goodness!
A scenario like this, where a student who does not live inCampion
Hallbut is trying toget to the Cave,
has ASSU President Frankie So

worried.
"TheCave is the onlyplace open
late at night, andif youcan't get in,
not even to the lobby, when it's

dark, then something could happen
to a

student that wouldmake the
university take a betterlook at what
they have to do," So said. He be-

lievesthat itis dangerous todelay a
student fromgettinginside a building at night.
So andtheUniversityPolicyCard
Committee would like to change
the Campus Card so thatevery studentis allowed into everyresidence
hall. Currently, the card only lets
studentsintotheir ownhalls during
thehours thedoorsare locked.They

believe students shouldhaveaccess
toeverybuilding on campus for the
amountof tuition they pay, according to So.
Yet, for those of you whose biggestaim for theCampus Cardsfalls
somewhere between being able to

buy a diploma directly from Father

Sundborg and washing your dirty
boxers without fumbling for quarters, take hope from this example,
and envision all of the other irksomesituationsthatcouldbealleviated by the new card system.
The Campus Card is still in an

evolutionary process,which means
soon allthose things that were promised tobe run by the swipe ofa card
willbe;it alsomeans thatbattlesare
still being fought and suggestions
taken overthe card's future.
The Campus Card, which was
modeled after the system at Santa
Clara University, replaced last
year's Validine,which onlyallowed
students to get into their residence
halls and purchase food from Bon
Appetit. Thenew system promised
to expound on these functions by
operating washingmachines, vending machines, and acting as a debit

card.
"Ithink the card is a good idea,
but I don't know what has been
implemented yet this year,"sophomore Tyrone Nakawatase commented.
For all of those likewise baffled
souls, readon.
Besides allowing access to the
residencehall a studentlives in,the

Campus Card currently purchases

6

food from Bon Appetit locations
(including the espresso standin the
Sullivan LawSchool),operatesthe
Bellarmine elevators for those who
live there,activates all the washers
and dryers in the Murphy Apartments plus sporadic washers and
dryers in the other residence hall,
functions as an AT&T phone card,
operates copiers in the library and
law school, runs the turnstile entrance into the Connolly Center,
and runs vending machines in the
upper SUB and in the Connolly
Center, according to Campus Card
manager,Pam Miller.
Also, they instantly identify students at the Controllers Office and
act as adebit card at the University
Book Store.
Thefood service draws fromone
account, where money is deposited
through Residential Services in
Bellarmine Hall, while the debit
feature, which operates things that
generally take real currency, must
have money deposited to it from
either the Value Transfer Station
located next to the book store or in
the Campus Card Office on the top
floor of the LynnBuilding.
Parents can also directly send
moneyinto their student's card ac-

if you run your card through the
vending machine's swiper, it will
take money out of your account but
not drop the candy," Knecht said.
What is coming in the future?
The future is the realm where
ideas are still beingforged, and,as
in the case of getting access to all
the residence halls, being fought
out.

The Pepsi machines will hopefully be included in the Campus
Card system when anew contractis
negotiated with the softdrink company, but Miller is not sure since
this would nothappenuntil thenew
Student Union Building is constructed.
Also, the Campus Card managBROOKE KEMPNER / PHOTO EDITOR

Therearemanyfunctions ofthe CampusCardnot yet implementedat SU.

dinatorof theCampusCard Office,
asksthatstudentsdo notpunchholes
into the cards because this often
causes the cracks.
Public Safety can instantly deactivate a Campus Card, since they
are linked to a main computer
throughthe magnetic strip,thuspreventing people from spending
money on lost cards.
count.
'Three to five students come in
Cracked and peeling cards cur- daily because oflost cards,"Miller
rently plague the new system, but estimated, "which means that the
the Campus Card Office replaces new security feature is coming in
themforfree.HoldenKnecht,coor- very handy for them."

What willsoon be working?

The Campus Card should run
vendingmachines in the residence
halls, copiers throughout campus,
theCampion elevatorsforthosewho
live there, and every laundry machineall by the beginningofSpring
Quarter, according toMiller.
This includes activating those
random swipers on laundry and
vending machines around campus
that do nothing but blink green
words.
"Itis really just awiringproblem

ers are working with Information
Systems to get a feature that would
allow you to swipe your card to
login and printfromuniversitycomputers.

So said he wants the Campus
Cardto serveas aSeattleMetroBus
pass, much like the University of
Washington's card.
The rest is up to you.
"I wish that it did not have two
separateaccounts, and insteadtook
away from my food money for the

vending machines and laundry,"
sophomore Jon Niegowski said.
Both Miller and Knecht say they
would love to hear ideas like this
from you,and they will work on the
Bellarmine,
the
moment.
Like
in
at
feasible suggestions.

Students debate capital punishment
MEGAN BRADY
StaffReporter

clusive," Koski

spectively.

ventsatleastthat

said.
He said that
The pleasant sunshine that filled there is no way
Casey Atrium providedasharpcon- to know how
trast to the serious topic students many peopleare
discussed.
deterred from
About 15 students gatheredthere committing a
last Wednesday tolearn about capi- capital offense
tal punishment from their peers. when a criminal
Seniors PeterKoskiandBree Kelly is put to death.
debatedin support of, and inoppo- But that capital
sition to, capital punishment, re- punishment preTheevent, sponsoredby the Col- criminal from
lege Society, was an "Attempt to committing any
build community here [at Seattle more
harm
University] and raise awareness against society.
Kelly introabout capital punishment," said
moderator.Senior Mahela Shaw,in duced the next
herintroductionofKoskiand Kelly. topic: the finanKellyandKoski limitedthemain cial aspect of
portion of their discussion to three capital punishtopics: capitalpunishment as a de- ment. She said
BEN STANGLAND/ PHOTO EDITOR
terrent, the financial aspect and ra- thatlife inprison
Peter KoskiandBree Kelly debate the pros and cons ofcapitalpunishment.
cial relevance.
islessexpensive
Kelly,anEnglish andphilosophy than implementing the death pen- whomurder whites aremore likely justproof that "the system works,"
major, spoke first about the use of alty trial because of the lengthy to get the death penalty than those and that is why so much money is
spent on death penalty cases.
capital punishment as a deterrent. mandatory appeals process.
who murder blacks."
Kelly cited statistics that capital
Koski, while he agreedthat racKoski said that, on average,the
InherfinalstatementKelly spoke
punishment servesas adeterrentfor statepaysonly $1.8 million dollars ism is aproblem, alsostatedthat the of "botched executions." She refuture crime.
to impose the death penalty but percentage of blacks on death row ferred to the1999execution ofAllen
$3.01
people
"Most
whocommitcrimes
million on a typical criminal is only 38 percent, less than in the Lee Davis of Florida.
prison population at large.
don't think they're going to get sentenced to life without parole.
Kelly stated that, as Davis was
KellyandKoskididnot question
electrocuted, "blood oozed
caught," Kelly said. She claimed
being
He said that thisreveals that the
because
criminals
not
out
validity
problem
that
do
be- the
of each other's infor- real
lies with"institutional
of his mouth forming a diner
lieve they willbecaughttheydo not mation even though itconflicted.
judicial
plate
racisminherent withinour
sizedstain onhis white shirt."
consider the consequencesand beThemoregeneralproblem ofrac- system."
Shesaid the deathpenalty should
cause the death penalty is not con- ism was the last formal topic adHe believes that the problem of bemore "humane." Koski said that
sideredit cannot be a deterrent.
dressed.
racism cannotbeaddressedin terms executions are "inherently not
Koski, a political science andphi"There is a lot of institutional of capital punishment until it is pretty."
losophy major, warned the audi- racism in thejudicialsystem,"Kelly solved within the entire judicial
"Punishment should reflect and
acknowledge the crime," Koski
ence againstbasing theiropinion of stated. "Blacks make up about 12 system.
Kelly addressed the issue of in- stated. "As the severity of crimes
percent of the U.S. population but
the death penalty on statistics.
"Don'tmakeupyourmindbased 44 percent of theU.S. prison popu- nocent people removed from death increase, so should the punishment
on numbers because they're incon- lation." She also claimed, "Those row. Koski claimed that that was increase."
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Liu awarded Rotary
scholarship to Taiwan
SARA CHRISTENSEN
Asst. ManagingEditor
Christina Liv has received an
Ambassadorial Scholarship from
the Rotary Foundation. Liv, a senior majoring in economics,is also
aSullivan Scholar.
Thescholarship will payforLiu's
travel and study in Taipei, Taiwan
at the Tapei LanguageInstitute.
The $17,000 scholarship will
cover Liu's travel and expenses
during her six month visit to Taiwan.
Liv will stay at theInternational
House of Taipei, a hostel for foreign students.
"The scholarship
is much more than
being given the opportunity to study a
foreign language
abroad," Liv said.
"It's an opportunity
to really immerse
myself inadifferent
culture and to explore another part of
the world."
There are three
typesof Ambassadorial Scholarships
awarded by the Ro-

scholarships and cultural scholarships. Liv hasbeen awarded a cultural scholarship.
As arecipientoftheculturalscholarship,Liv willberequired tomake
several presentations before, during and after her departure as she
acts as alink between thehost and
sponsor countries.
"Iam extremelyproud ofChristina," said Father Jerry Cobb, SJ,
faculty advisor for graduate scholarships. "Iknow she will represent
Seattle University well and bring
back some excellent insights and
resourcesfromher timestudying in
Taiwan."

tary Foundation:

academic yearscholarships, multi-year

News Notes
SOUP WITH SUBSTANCE
Atnoon today, members of the Seattle L'Arche community willspeak
in the BcllarmincHall 1891 Room.L'Arche is an organization basedon
thebelief that there is aneed for community inorder for healing to take
place. To attend the soup with substance, RSVP to the Peace and Justice
Center,(206) 296-6076.

LECTURES
Two lectures are being given on campus today. At 4 p.m. in Casey
Atrium, George Kunz, Seattle University professor of psychology will
lecture on "The Big Secret: How Hope,the Antidote to Cynicism, Comes
ThroughResponsibility." For moreinformation contact Kathy Heffernan
at (206) 296-6079. The second lecture is at 7:30 p.m. in Scahfer Auditorium. Charles Kay Smith from the University of Massachusettes will
present "Does ClassicalEpicurean PhilosophyHold the Key toOvercoming Greed: 'Heroics,' Ambition and the Fear of Death."

ON CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT
TheSUUnitedFilipino Clubpresents the Showcase 2000TalentShow
on Friday February25 at 7 p.m.The event features localhiphopand R&B
artists, admission is $3. For more information call (206) 398-4936 or email flocabu@seattleu.edu
GRAND OPENING
VANTAGEPARK APARTMENTS
101 1 EAST TERRACE STREET
2 BLOCKSEAST OFBHOADWAV. 4 BLOCKS SOUTHOFSEATTLE UNIVERSITY

IBD FROM $870/2 BO FROM $1100

"
NEW LUXURY APAR'I'MENT HOMES WITH DESIGNERFINISHES
"BRAND
CITY ANDMOUTAIN VIEWS
"EXERCISEFACILITEIS
" HIGHSPEED INTERNETAVAILABLE
" SECURED PARKING AVAILABLE
" PET FRIENDLY
vanlam-parkfaSvahoo.com
CALL (206) 381-5878
FAX (206) 381-5876
Professionally manuredby

EEgQga
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SECURITY RETORT
Jim Rennie
StaffReporter

screwdriverlyingonthe driversside Marion.
floorboard.
The victim reported that a man
The victim reported there wasno jumped in front of her and toldher
CAR THEFT
forced entry to the vehicle,nothing to give him her wallet. When the
missing, and nothing disturbed.
victim refused, suspectdisplayed a
A similar incident occured the hand gun and the victim gave the
A campus community member
left her vehicle at approximately previous day, Feb. 15. A campus suspect her wallet.
noon on Feb. 14 in the 1lth & E. community member reported their
The suspect fledthe area and the
vehicle, parked near 13th and victim immediately contacted a
Cherry St. garage.
Campus Public Safety officer
When shereturned at about
who also contacted Seattle
7:30p.m. that eveningshe discovered that her car hadbeen
I Police.
stolen.BothSeattlePoliceand
The suspectis described as
Campus Public Safety were
an African-American male,
approximately 30-years-old,
called to investigate.
6'o", 180 lbs., wearinga green
AUTO PROWL
hooded coatand black stockinghat.
Acampuscommunity member reportedparking their veSKATEBOARDERS
hicleon thecity street atabout
7:30 p.m. on Feb. 15 and returning at about 9:15 p.m.
On Feb. 18, three skateUpon returning the owner
boarders were warned by
found her vehicle, located at
C.P.S. not to skateboard off
14th & E. Cherry, with the
the architectural concrete of
window broken andher purse
the school of law.
missing.
E.Cherry, hadbeen brokenintoand
Afterthe warning,theskateboarditems in the vehicle rummaged ers waited for awhile and then rethrough.
THIEF LEAVES
sumed the same activity.
However, nothing in the vehicle
SCREWDRIVER
SeattlePolice werecontactedand
was reported taken.
the persons involved were issued
OnFeb. 16, acampuscommunity
criminal trespass warnings.
veARMED
ROBBERY
reportedlyparked
member
their
hicle in the 12th and E. Columbia
parking lot at about 6 p.m.
OnFeb.16, alocalresidentof the
Information in Security Report
Uponreturningatabout8:15p.m., Capitol Hill area wasrobbed at the is providedby the Seattle Univerthe owner found a Phillips head Northeast corner of 12th & E. sity DepartmentofPublic Safety.

abound campus...
MollyMcCarthy

Staffßeporter
CALLING ALL POETS AND ARTISTS!
Submissionsfor Fragments, Seattle University'sliterary and visual arts magazine, are due Wednesday,
March 1by 4p.m. Poetry and prose can be turnedin to the Englishdepartment onthe sthfloorof the Casey
Building. Artworkand photography can be turnedintotheFine Arts department in theFine Arts Building.
WARREN MILLER SKI VIDEOS
Bon Appetitis hosting a "Mountain Carving FilmFest" in the StudentUnion Building onMonday, Feb.
28 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.Complimentary winter refreshments willbe provided. Theypromise there will
be winter fun to be had by all that attend.

—

HEY CLUBS UP SYNC TINE!
SEAC has a fundraiser opportunity for all student clubs — a LipSync on Friday,March 3 in the Paccar
Atrium. They need more acts! Clubs have a chance of winning one of threecash prizes of $100,$75 or
$50. Applications are available at the Campus Assistance Center, SUB 202, andall resident hall front
desks.The final deadline for this eventis Wednesday, March 1

.

CONGRATULATIONS TO DR.SHERMAN
Joy Sherman, associate professor of fine arts and director of the SU Choirs, has been awarded the SU
DistinguishedTeaching Award.

JUBILEE JUSTICE
Ivonne Gebara, SND, will present two lectures on campus on Thursday, March 2. She will speak at

noon in the Casey Atrium on the topic "Jubilee Justice: Longing for Running Water," at at 7 p.m. in the
Schafer Auditorium on "Jubilee Justice: An Ecofeminist's Perspective from Living With Poor Women
inBrazil." Check her out.
LOOKING FOR A SWEET DEAL?
The SU Surplus store is where its at. They "recycle"office furniture, computers, and other "durable
goods"by selling them cheap to students and community members. The store is open from 9 a.m. to 2
—
p.m.on the first Saturday of each month whichmeans March 4 is your next opportunity to shop until
you drop.
BARRIO FIESTA
The United Filipino Club will present theirannual fiesta: "AninagNg Kahapon: The Evolution of Our
Heritage," on Saturday,March 4at 5:30 p.m. For tickets, contact Jeanelle at (206) 220-8130.
No one will come to your event if no one knows about it. So tell them. E-mail Molly McCarthy

at

mcubed@seattleu.edu.
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Editorial
Rent increases to begin in
June in the Murphy

Apartments
In a Feb. 14 memo to Murphy Apartment residents, Judy Sharpe,
Director for Residential Services, announced rent increases forall studio
and four bedroom apartments. Many students wholive in the apartments
do so to stay close to school. Murphy residents pay anywhere between
$400 and $800 a month.
For this cost, students have so far experienced flooding problems,
construction annoyances,and consistentlyunresolved issues about smoking in designatedareas.Mostimportantly throughout all theseissues there
has been limited, confusing communicationbetweenapartmentmanagement and residents.
Now, the students have beengiven noticethatstudioand four bedroom
rents will be increasing as much as $24 per month. The reasoning behind
this increaseis includedin thememoas the residents' negligenceintaking
care of the hallway and commons areas. Apparently leaving"candy/gum
wrappers,pull-tops from pop cans," and "splatter(ed)pop on the walls,"
is the reason for the increase in rent for "the apartments with the highest
demand."
It is simple business logic to immediately increase rent on those
apartments with the highest demand.But to displace the cause of rent
increases on the carelessness of all residents is confusing and illogical.
This is perhaps just as illogical as an earlier incident with the Murphy
Apartments where an entirebuilding wasasked tocompletelyvacatetheir
apartmentsduring the middle ofthe weekfor one day inexchangefor a $25
credit on rent, while students ina separatebuilding vacated their building
for three straight days and received the same $25 credit.
The Murphy Apartment managershavementioned before, and again in
this memo, that it is atime consumingjob toclean up after thecarelessness
ofresidents. Somuch time is spent on cleaning up after these messes that
the twocustodial andmaintenanceworkersarehaving ahardtimekeeping
up with bigger problemsin the apartments.Ifthis is such a problem, why

You mean we have to do
this again in November?
Be preparedfor eight more months of vicious

mud-slinging andpoliticalpundit blabbering

Jim

Rennie

thenarc not more workers hired to he\p withsuch a largeand demanding

apartment complex?

The manner in which management operates a resident hall is quite
different than running an apartment complex.The qualityand experience
of a management team is too vital to be taken upby those withlittle or no
management experience.

Spectator Columnist
The Republican party primaries could stillstandunmatched in conservative votes, making him the
Republican party candidate.
And why did McCain absolutely
I'm not just talking about all the
negative campaigning and mud have to win the Mich, primary in
slinging that hasbeen goingonover order to stay in the race? Last time
the past few weeks either. These Ichecked, there were fifty states,
primaries have raised many ques- not ten.
tions about the American primary
Iunderstand the concept of poprocess in general.
litical momentum, butasingle state
Gov. George W. Bush has re- represents only a small portion of
cently been crying foul over Sen. thepublic's choice,and a candidate
John McCain's party line-crossing must garner supportfrom the entire
voters. These comments are trou- nation to emerge victorious.
bling and reveal that Bush is no
Ignoranceof public willis not the
proponent of true democracy.
only problem with the primaries.
Bush complains thatMcCainhas Even in a country that prides itself
been drawing too much support as theleader of the free and demofrom Democratic and Independent cratic world, the primary elections
voters, "hijacking" the Republican are stillcontrolled by theDemocrat
primaries.
and Republican parties.
Is it just me, or aren't these priIn S.C., 21 voting precincts had
maries supposed to lead up to the their voting booths shut down or
national election in November? moved due to lack of volunteers.
Surely McCain's cross-party sup- While the Republican Party cannot
port base would serve him well in be blamed for these staffing shortthe national election.
ages,and I
do not want to feed any
But Bush only seems concerned conspiracy theories,thefact remains
about who "real" Republicans, the thatthey were able tochoose which
conservative right, are voting for. 21 of the state's precincts were
While it is true that catering to the closed down.
far right willhelp himin the primaIs it possible that the Republican
ries, liberals and centrists may not Party chose to close precints that
forgive him for this pandering in would have voted in McCain's fajust a few months, leading to Bush vor, in order to help the cause of
losingsorely in the Presidential fi- theirfavored son. Bush? Of course
nal election.
it's possible,and just thepossibility
Why shouldBush win hisparty's of sucha thing occurring is enough
election if he can not win in No- of a reason to reform how state
primaries are run.
vember?
It defies logic. Even if McCain
What Iwouldprefer to see are
wins thepopular votehandily,Bush nationally held primaries in which
are starting to give American Democracy a bad name.

ASSU council elections show
encouraging voter turnout
The Associated Students of SeattleUniversity primary elections were
heldthis week on campus.Theexecutive offices of President,Executive
Vice President of Student Affairs and Executive Vice President of Finances were to be narrowed down to two candidates from the three
students running for each position. Among the three positions, the office
of Student Body President was decided in an unprecedented 7 1percent
win for Virgil Domaoan. Voter turnout was substantial despite a decrease
in thenumberof hours voting booths were open this election.
Now that the (wordmeaning "high profile") positionof president has
been decided,it is unlikely that SU will experience the same strong voter
turnout as itdid this week.Mostof the remaining candidatesarecandidates
whohavemadenumerous appearances on theballots forcouncil representative positions in past years and it seems anatural progression for these
students to moveon to higher positions. However, having these same
studentsrecycled intomore powerfulpositionsonlymarksthemas "career
politicians"and not necessarilyinformed aboutany issues that they have
not already been dealing with this past year.
The studentbody must ask itself,if it decides tocome outto theballots
this next week, which candidate is running because they feel a need to
revitalize or improve the positions they are runningfor; or is theirpurpose
forrunning a simple projection that if they canbe elected once and stay in
the students minds, then they will be assured a win again from their loyal
constituents.

The Spectator editorial board consists of
Steven p. ford, Katie Ching, SaraChristensen
and Sonia Ruiz. Signed commentaries reflect
theopinionsofthe authorsandnotnecessarily
those of The Spectator, Seattle University or
ITS STUDENT BODY.
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the top two, perhaps even the top
five, vote getters overall are advanced

to

the final national elec-

tion.
Thiskindof a system would truly
allow the voice of the people to be
heard through adirect vote.Sowhat
ifthepeoplechoose twoDemocrats
to advance? In a democracy, the
will of the people should reign su-

preme.
It seems backwards and out of
date for the Republican and Democratic parties to be favored in the
electoral system.
And from a practical standpoint,
who wants to sit throughnine more
months of negative campaigning
and character assassination?
The American public will have
viewed so many negative ads by
November thatevenanad picturing
a candidate molesting small children would not effect the election
outcome.

Seriously, how much timedo you
need to make up your mind about
candidates?
Nine months seems like an awful long time. If thecandidates would
simply be more forthcoming with
their views, thepress wouldn'tneed
all nine months to dig their real
views out of them.
All I'm asking is for a fair and
shortelection season,for the parties
to give up their control over the
primaries, for politicians to look at
the bigpicture and for true democracy to prevail.
Imight as well ask for it not to
rain fora wholeweek while I'm at
it, but it's worth asking for.

Jim Rennieis a juniormajoring
incomputerscienceandhistory.
His e-mail address is
renniej@seattleu.edu.
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WWW.TheIneternetIsStealingOurSouls.com
\e our society becoming dependent on aplace that doesn't exist?
Jennifer

be found in Internet dependence

net, from shoes toclothing to wine,

dependence in
in
general, but thatis another topic for
Spectator Columnist another column).
RecentlyIattended theFeminist
Reflections Conference that was
held at Seattle University andheard
For the last decade, the Internet probably. But luckily I have not a presentation by Dr. Sharon
has increasingly become a bigger completely replaced any activity Cumberland onInternet fan fiction.
and bigger part of our lives.Some- that Ido withits equivalent on the This, as youmay be wondering, is
times it seems that our society Internet, and Ihave nothing to fear fiction written about celebrities and
wouldn't easily be able to live or until this happens. It is fun and published on the Internet.This type
function without it. We are slowly games until it becomes an exten- of fiction, Cumberland argued,has
becomingdependentonaplace that sion or a necessary part of one's opened up new possibilities for
doesn't really exist except in the life.
peopletobepublishedbecause there
realm of computer code and fiberAsk yourself one question: if the is almost no censorship or control
optic cable.Canourrejectionofthe Internet ande-mail disappearedto- of the Internet; anyone witha comcorporeal and our creation of this morrow, could I still function? puter can writeand be published.
new, temporal reality really be Would my liferemain normaland
Thispresentationmademeaware
healthy?
fulfilling, or would Ineed to make that new forms ofmedia and popuBefore Iget into this, Iguess I changes to adapt to this Internet- lar culture are always animportant
have to admit that Imyself use the free environment? If the answer is part of society and an indication
Internet to a great extent. Icheck yes, then you are the person Iam that we are culturally evolving.
my e-mail at least oncea day,and I writing this for.
According toCumberland, there are
talk to friends on Instant Messen(Youshouldprobably alsocheck over500,000 sitesdevotedto Antoger.I
communicate with professors yourself into the psychiatric ward nio Banderas alone. Is this danger-

cars,insurance, bedding and appli-

Elam

viae-mailbecauseI
don'thavetime
to see them in person.
Iordermovies from kozmo.com
and CDs from CdNow.com. It's
fun, fast andeasy. It is especially
easy becauseIdon't ownacar. So
signingon and orderinga movie or
a CDon theInternet is much easier
then walking10blocksdownBroad-

of your nearest hospital, but not
until you are finished reading this
column.)
But, even if you can honestly
answer no to these questions, it is
still worth thinking about. How
many activites are being replaced
by the Internet?Evenif you are not
dependent on it and just use it for
way.
convenience oras a hobby,Iwould
Does this make me lazy? Yeah, argue that there is some danger to

Jump

on

the

Arakelian
Spectator Columnist

Seattle University is primarily a
which means a
large numberofstudentshavecars.
There are already too many cars
on the road which createclogged
roadwaysand emit mass quantities
of pollutants, such as carbon monoxide,nitrous oxideand hydrocarbonsintoourair,notto mentionthe
monetary costs we fork outtodrive.
With drivers spending approxi-

don't go.

oursociety?Manypeoplearespend-

person contact that we findin envi-

ing the majority of theirdayreading ronments such as the grocery store
and writing this kind of fiction on are important for social and per-

ances. With a credit card and a
modem, you really don't need to

leave the comfort of your living
room. Anything can be shipped to
you in three to five business days.
Will this create, somewhere down
the road, a society in which shoppingface to face is no longernecessary? Will all of our friends be
strangers with weirdscreen names

like "Jeniray," "Jonefelgd," and
"FrisbeeGrl?" Will all of ourinter-

personal relationships be created
through a computer screen?
Although this maysound slightly
1984-esque and unbelievable, I
wouldcaution those who think this
future tobe implausible.There is no
limit to whatis possible;theremight
come a daywhenhumans neversee
another person face to face in their
lifetime.
My suggestion toyouis this: next
timeyou want to watch a movie or
buy a new CD, take a little walk
instead of signing on. It will give
you the freshair your bodyneeds to
stay alive, the exercise your heart
needs to stay healthy, and the human contact V\vitV \s \\Va\ Vot out
survival.

the Internet, participatingin aform sonal development.We needthese
ofcommunication thatdeniesphysi- mundane, everyday interactions,
cal contact with other people.
and Ifear that the Internet may one
day doaway with themall together. Jennifer Elam is a juniormajoring
that
the
has
Iadmit
Internet
opened up whole new avenues for
Consumers can now buy any re- in English andhistory. Here-mail
healthycommunication.It is creat- tail item in the world on the Inter- addressis jenelam@seattleu.edu.

and maps to assist you.

Thiscontrivance provides us with
a fabulous opportunity. Now,
whether you need a ride or need a
passenger to help cut down your
costs and keep you company, you
are completely set up.
All you need to do is figure out
where you're going on the maps
provided, whether it islocal travel

For the longest time, Iwas thor-

oughly disappointedthat SUhad no
way for me to hook up rides with
people soIcould get down to Portland for a weekend,orget to school
without having to change buses,
which can consume big chunks of
my day.
Why should it be so difficult to
find a ride or share the costs of
driving with someone? Seattle has
yet to supply us with an efficient
transportation system, but fortunately, SU Earth Action Coalition
has decided to help us all out with a
bitof a clever collaboration.
Recently, a beautiful Rideshare
Board was installed in the Student

mately 28 percent of their personal
income, or $359 per month, on
transportation,it seems a little odd
that more of us don't find ways to
cut that cost down so wecan spend
our money on other things.
One greatway todo thisis to take
thebus. But, that is not always the
best optionforthoseofus whohave UnionBuilding,right past theCammore rigid schedules or want togo pus Assistance Center. You can't
on road trips where the buses just miss it with its illuminating lights
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computer

bandwagon

Lynda

commuter school,

ing a global community in which
people from Sweden can talk and
meet people in Japan.Never before
has the world seemed so small and
limited. The Internet is breaking
downculturalbarriersandallowing
a free-flow of ideas and information.But at what price?
After the WTO protests in Seattle,many peoplebecameawareof
the debate overcorporateimperialism.How much are we,in trying to
create a global economic and social
community, destroying racial and
ethnic groupsand their uniqueidentities?Andhow much istheInternet
aiding this cultural assimilation?
Another worry I have about the
Internet is a lack of personalization
and a decrease in person to person
contact.Ifone day we neverneed to
leave our homes, will we stillfind
reasonstodoso? HomeGrocer.com
delivers groceries to anybody with
Internet access. Trips to QFC and
Safeway (which are always fascious? Well, no, obviouslynot in and natingonCapitol Hill)arenolonger
ofitself. But what doesit say about necessary. But the sort ofperson to
(also

and

Rideshare

will also be cutting down on the
Or theother way around: you are numberofcars jamming up thefreeso tiredofsuffering the stresses and ways and reducing the amount of
costs of driving alone and you just pollution emitted into the air.
By eliminating just36 milesfrom
want someone to share your comyour
weeklycommute,youcankeep
miserations with.
Donot fear theRideshareBoard two pounds of pollution out of the
can assist you! Ridesharing is not air.This is not to mention what we
something youneed a college edu- can gain fromeachother as partners
cation to do, but it is definitely of Rideshare.
Youmay findsomeone to sharea
ride with who will also share new
information with you and offer a
view from a different perspective
than you hold, as a result of your
on
regular daily routine.
So, why don't we mix up our
lives a little? We need to work together to makeourselvesmoresenamount
sitiveand aware of the environmental and individualcosts of driving.
So jumpon the bandwagon!Find
going your way.

—

Not only will we be helping ourselves,
we will also be cutting down
the
number of cars jamming up the

freeways and reducing the
pollution emitted into the air.

of

someone to share a ride with.
ora longroad trip, and fill out your
necessary information on the note

something Ithink collegestudents
at SU should be utilizing and more
pads provided.
accustomed to.
'
Then you just wait for your reAs aresultof ourcity s structure,
questto be filled. Itis actuallyquite we allneed to use cars at some time
simple: youneed a ride,so you fill or another. If it is possible to start
out where youneed togo and when, sharing the costof driving, not only
and you are able to find whois also will we be helping ourselves, we

Utilize the opportunity you are
givenby theEACandcheck out the
Rideshare Board today. Yes, today!

Lynda Arakelian is a senior
majoring in ecological studies.
Her e-mail address is
lyndaa ©seattleu. edu.
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Living

the good life at the Murphy Apartments
Here's a simple tip: close your window. Some
residents may enjoy the ear-splitting noise of the
freeway thatis James Street, or feel that therisk of
getting all your belongings nabbed by a burglar is
exciting.Believeitornot,those arenotgood things.

Do youdaydream about your olddays inCampion?
Perhapsyoushouldnoticetheattentiontodecorating
detail thatthe Murphy Apartment interior designers
put into yourroom. In order to ease your transition
fromdorm toapartment, plush, expensivefurniture
was bypassed in favor of the ugly, uncomfortable
pieces found in SU dorms. So, the next time you
wake up in a cold sweat because you're missing
your oldBellarmine room, glanceat your rocking
chair and appreciate the feng-shui of the Murphy
Apartments.You'll feel like anR.A.is lingering at
your doorstep all overagain.

For shame! Are you leaving yourwallsbare and undecorated?
If you are, you obviously want visitors to admire the cracks,
peelingpaintand waterdamage thatlitteryour walls.Ifyoulack
thebraincells it takes to cover the damage with floral prints or
Indian throws, use the damage to your advantage. Grab a
Sharpieandadd somelines toget thosecracks to spellout your
favorite songlyric.Use a chisel to chipawaythe rest ofthepaint
and create anintimidatingtextured pattern.Bestof all, transform
that ugly water damageintoan educationalmap ofMadagascar
(capitol: Antananarivo).
Are yourhouse parties gettingboring?Is the usual drinking
game getting a tad rusty? Here's an idea: Celebrate the
household Americantraditionof findingnew ways toemploy
your tupperware.Place thathunk of cheese your mother sent
you that you never ate into a lonely tupperware dish, along
with a hand-paintedsignsaying "Mouse GoHere." When lil'
Mickeysneakshisdiseased rodentbehind intoyour container,
quickly snap that lid on. Use your trapped specimen as an
intriguing centerpiecefor your next party, whenyou play the
game "How longwillit take for the mouse to suffocate and

Like all ordinary people, we here ig have
ogled those enticing New Age therapy
machines that emanate the soothi ds of a
running stream or a gentle rainshc nvever,
the average struggling college slw hardly
afford such a contraption. Foil , many

This may looklike an unsightly mess,butLiving
sees it quite the opposite. Not onlycan piles of
l

V

Murphy Apartmenttoiletsrunforct ninutes
after they are flushed. So once y< swered
nature's call, grab a pillow, lean r inst the
walland imagine you are silting c nk of a
lazyNew England stream. Ah, rel

clothing hide those mousetraps, but they also

add some color to that disgusting industriali beige color of the carpet. Splash on color as if
you were a born-again Jackson Pollack! Tossa
white froshorientationshirtunder your desk, a

navy blue Spectator shirt near the foot of your
bed, and a sassy gray and redSUsweatshirt by
your television. Your Aunt Janice may scream
"mess!", but Andrew Schultz will scream
"masterpiece!"

Don't fret over the cabinets of your kitchen that
have no space. This is the perfect opportunity to
flex your creative muscles and find other, more
tantalizing places \o store your food. Use the
dishwasherand the microwave. Stack a decorative
layer ofPasta-Roni on your windowsill. However,
a true Living fanatic willskip a week's worth of
class tocrochet adecorative wool sack tohang from
the corner. Who needs chemistry or philosophy
you canconcentrate on what's reallyimportant
—when
yarn crafts!

Don t let those noisy, wind-rattled exhaust fans

overyour stovego towaste.Create aninternational
experience right in the space of your very-own

■

kitchen. Make a quasi-African percussion
instrument by dumping some pinto beans into an
empty Pringles can. Then, grab some friends and
waitin front of your stove. When youhear that alltoo-familiar rattle, shake your beans and create a
funky internationalbeat that will score you some
extra-credit points in your cross-cultural course.
Cha-cha-cha!!!

The happiest of all homemakers know that the
stovetopis the mostimportantfeatureof thekitchen.
How exciting that a Murphy Apartment stovetop
takes a whopping 20 minutes to reach maximum
heat! Take this time to get to know your foodheating friend. Clean it. Polish it. Befriend it.Love
it. Not only will you grow a full beard before your
water boils, you will feel at one with your kitchen.
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"rwhelmingly positive response from home and
\dos across the country, Seattle University Living

SLUM Award!!!====
The
(p^

"ond installment! This quarter, Living takes a look
d new addition to on-campus life, the Archbishop
y Apartment complex. Take a look it's a good

—

by JeffDorion, Arts & Features Editor
photos by Brooke Kempner, Photo Editor

\^
J>

%.
Heads up, everyone! Precariously placed above the toilet, this
cabinet holds such personal toiletries as toothpaste, Q-tips and a
couple bottles of Vicadin. But once those doors are flung open, who
knows what willcome flying outand crashlandinto the water?Solve
this soggy dilemma by taking one of two roads. Place a personallyknitted seat coveron the toilet lid to promote that seat being placed
down. Or,hanga decorative net under the cabinet tocatch thatbottle
oflotion. Now, your toiletries willland witha "thud,"not a "splash!"

J/
//

Seattle University Living
ji
presents the Murphy Apartments with our
first annual Superior Location for Urban
Mankind (SLUM) Award! With its classy
interiors and high-tech design, the Murphy
Apartment complex is the perfect SLUM. The
bright-eyed faces of its residents signify that
this is a SLUM like no other.
Call your parents! E-mail your friends! Be
you live in a SLUM!! It's not
good thing, it's an honor]
[T

/L^
\v
\\

justajj

"Good Things" about living
in the Murphy Apartments:
°

Here's a littleknownfact: all thebathrooms inthe-MurphyApartments are
connected, so ifa person on the second floor clogs a drain with unsightly
nasties, then the third floor gets a cesspool of fawnk.Do what any good
housekeeper would do and add a little potpourri to your pottyroom. Use
either long, scentedflowerslike these, or the traditionalpotof spice. Ifyour
friends laugh and call you grandma, stick their head in your shower and
scream, "You like that better, punk?!?!"

Built-in swimming pool in the
°courtyard
Realizing that the loud bass coming
from the apartment to the left is
actually from the apartment upstairs
°and to the right
Using the echo in the courtyard to
your advantage when the call boxes are
down ... again
°
Playing the "Finished or Unfinished"
game regarding the mustard-yellow
°exterior paint job
Claiming you saw the "divine light of
God"... and realizing that it was the
glare from the bright courtyard lights
°
Finding new ways to prove to your
off-campus friends that you really do
°live in an apartment, not a dorm
Being able to access your mail during
the convenient hours of 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

a quick and easy safety tip
Did youknow that an ordinary couch could save your life? As residents know, the Murphy Apartments carry an implicit
24-hour flash flood warning. Whenthe water level starts to rise in your living room and all of your personal belongings
are swept away in a sudden whirlpool of filth, grab your couch cushion! First, toss offthat pile of dirty clothes and weekold pizza to discover the large cushionlurkingunderneath.Firmly grab holdof the sides andlift upward,avoiding thecloud
of dirt and Cheetohdust that will inevitably fly toward your face from under the cushion. Holding the cushion at chest
level, take an Olympic medal-worthy swan dive into the typhoon and enjoy a ride of exciting twists and turns. As the
current takes you through the halls of the Murphy Apartments, make sure your fellow (drowning) residents take note of
the beautiful pattern of your cushion.
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Depressed Russian People

SU Drama succeeds in finding Chekov s disenchantment
BRYAN BINGOLD
Staff Reporter

the characters reach a certain point
of hopelessness during the play,
and allhayeto struggle tocope with

On Monday, Feb. 21st, the Seattle University Drama department
opened its run of Anton Chekov's

this realization.
The play begins in the middle of
the character's lives and thus the
audience has to playcatch up. But
excellent acting helps the audience
play this game.
SophomorePatrickBonck seizes
the stage in the title role. Ivan
Petrovich Voynitzky (Vanya) has
realized the fruitlessnessof his life,
and hadresignedhimself toa bitter

■

Uncle Vanya.
The white-walled Vachon Room
hadbeenmagically transformed into
a wooden Russian house set in the
middle of a thin forest, by set designer Damon Morris. The audience was seated on the outside
region of the house and the forest
loomed meanacingly up from behind them.
In the notes that accompany the
program, director William Dore
makes this point aboutChekov: "He
was aware of man's littleness, his
insignificance in a gigantic and
impersonal universe. Even though
Chekov knew there wereno solutions,allhis lifehe sought to find an
answer,and hisplaysare arecord of
that quest."
Uncle Vanya is no exception.All

existence, always asking himself,

"What would have happened?"
Vanya wasted his life with the
aid of his deceased sister's hus-

Alexander Vladimirovich
Serebryakov (William Taylor), a
retired professor who never made
any profound academic contributions and who is so self-absorbed
Bonck, Alisa Murray, Tara Melinkovich,
that he cannot recognize the agony The cast of Uncle Vanya. Top (L-R): Teresa Minarsich, Patrick
Kiel, Justin Ribeiro.
that Vanya experiences when he Meghan Kelley, William Taylor.Bottom(L-R) DavidHogan, Cheyenne
makes anextended stay at Vanya's
house.
Taylor plays Alexander with a and attraction to another.
Alexander's wife, Yelena, is the
selfish glee. One wonders if the
ofthe
main
attraction for the men of the
actions
actor is even aware
house.
he
out
Both Vanyaand the Doctor
justgoes
him,
or if
around
TURNING \
J
m\ Ik. SHE'S
&k SHE'LL BE
STOMACHS
WHEN \
head over heels for
helplessly
He
fall
represents
and says hislines?
SHE FINDS OUT )
m
OF HEADS JI^W
\# INSTEAD
/
\v»
Yelena,
with
and
she
has to deal withthe
single-minded
character
M
ML
the
WITH THAT COAT. M
I
GOD'S A GIANT J
to her huspull
his
role
to
remain
faithful
ease,
but
is
Mm\y-s
suspicious
■■*
of the
the
attentions
despite
band
executed.
very
well
'
xzp'wi <^_>-/
Vanya's house is also occupied other two men.
KelleypullsoffYelena'sstruggle
by Yelena Andreyevna (Meghan
Kelley), Alexander's young wife, quite well,butafter awhile, the au
who is wise for her age.but also dience tends to get impatient with
Yelena's helplessness. However,
helplessbecause of it.
Voynitzthatmay be Chekov's intent.
Mariya Vasilyevna

■

band,
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The interlocking love triangles
kaya (Tara Melinkovich) is
only
wholives
add to the undercurrent of tenmother,
in the
Vanya's
eventuallyleads toVanya's
sionthat
M
elinkovich'scharhouseas well.
point. At a familymeeting
breaking
turthe
inner
acter never reveals
do,
to
discuss
business affairs, Vanya
that
the
moil
other characters
his
unhappiness on abeinteresting
to
loose
see
lets
very
and it is
Alexander.
Once Vanya
a
wildered
develop
character
Melinkovich
lets loose, everyone else releases
that does not have many lines.
Sofya Alexandrovia (Teresa theirpent-up tensions, and the pla>
Minarsich).isAlexander'sdaugh- takes on a new purpose.
Instead of just recognizing their
ter from his first marriage, but
every character deunhappiness,
Sofya relates more to Vanya than
equilibriumagain.
cides
to
some
find
she does to her father. This is
play,
the family's
Throughout
the
because she has been living with
acts as a
(Alisa
Murray)
money
old nurse
Vanyain an effort to save
yet
and
experience,
ofreason
voice
to support her father.
her.
attention
to
pays
any
noone
plays
Hogan
Mikhail
David
Murray providesexcellentphysiLvovich Astrov, a doctor who is
acting in the role of the nurse.
into
of
this
cal
the turmoil
sucked
You
can see the age in her moveattributes
consequently
house and
ments
and the delicacythatshetakes
the
to
tension.
The tale is about one family's witheach step.But whenshespeaks,
plunge into an abyss of helpless- the nurse has the voice of a young
ness and mediocrity.Twocharac- woman. Though at first this is disters inparticular act as a counter- tracting,her voice effectivelyshows
—
points IlyaIlychTelegin(Justin the inner strength ofher character.
Although this play seems dismal
Ribero) acts as the mediator, always pointing out how beautiful anddepressing,Chekov capitalized
and happyeverything is, and Doc- on a dark humor. It takes the auditor Mikhail provides a source of ence until the second half to full)
inspiration forothers,even though understand when it is appropriate to
he is fighting his owndissatisfac- laugh.The humorprovides aneces
sary,but temporaryescape.
tion.
The execution of Uncle Vanyc
performance
outstanding
One
was given by Minarsich, whose was well handled by the technical
portrayal of the plain Sofya was designers,stage crew and cast.It is
both heart-wrenching and truth- a complexplay thatleavesthe audi
ful.Sofya takes onthemother role ence contemplating their own ex
of the family. She tends to istence andits meaning;somethint
everyone'sneeds and smooth over that Chekov was aware of and now

.

confidence, pride,

and plenty of time

to shower before calculus.

In Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff,

Stuff that builds character and discipline. Not to mention
muscles. You'll also learn how to think on your feet and be
a good leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to find out
more. And get ready to sweat a little.

ARMY ROTC
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Unlike any other college course you can take.

Contact Captain Patacsilat at (206)296-2439
Or email: rotc@seattleu.edu
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the family's dysfunctions.
Yet at the same time, Sofya is
trying tobe the young woman she
needs to be.Her love for theDoctor is evident fromthe first scene,
and Sofya must deal with the
Doctor'sindifference towards her

so are we.

Uncle Vanya runs through Feb
26at7:30p.m.andonthe27at2:3l
p.m. Tickets are available througl
theSUFineArtsOffice orcall(206
296-5360 for moreinformation.
The Spectator
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" That guy MattDamon hangs out withhas a lot of money
AMY JENNIGES
News Editor
Boiler Room: think Fight Club
allof the blood.
Or as much of the fighting.
Or the club.
But other than that,BoilerRoom
n the same vein as Fight Club, a
iture-length look at the male
mmd in this case, in all of its
greedyglory.
Boiler Roomfollows 19-year-old

Ithout

—

and tie, but he earns the respect of
many in the firm for his ability to
sell stock
— to just about anyone he
calls and for his very high scores
on the stockbroker's exam.
This respect lets him join his
collegues" world, one filled with
Ferraris, mansions and bar fights
with brokers from other firms.
Butonce heis apartof this world,
he notices it isn't as rosy as recruiter Jim Young, played by Ben
Affleck, first made it out to be.

sprouting up all over the American
—
economy those who want a piece
of the bull market and who want it
now.

the stock too. But he has a lovable within the first three years. Sign me
side as well, so you just can't hate up for the $150 per week bottomof
him when he blows one man's en- the ladder job!
The camerawork inBoilerRoom
tire savings. After all, he was just
ries toimitate FightClub
t times, with its fast)aced choppy style and
cene flashbacks at the
nd.But the sporadic use
doesn't capture the same
edginess of its predecessor.
BoilerRoom is an enertaining look at the
■iinitial side of the male

Davis discovers

thecorruptionat the

Boiler Room
Ben Affleck, Giovanni Ribisi
in Theaters Now
Seth Davis, played by Giovanni
Ribisi, as he gives up the illegal
casino that he ran out of his home,
and joinsthe brokerage firm ofJ.T.
Marlin,starting out asa cold-caller.
— earn back
His goal is two-fold
hisfather's approval witha respectable job, and get rich quick.
Not only does he re-earn his
father's respect by sporting a suit

heartofthefirmthat

>syche, which is better

allows the brokers
tomake somuch off
of the stock they
sell.
Andhe discovers
...,„

s lown coercing others
tospendingmoneythey
c on't have than by blowgup buildings.
Writtenanddirectedby

»v« »■;,„, :,. Lk.ii

lented newcomer Ben
ounger, the film rides
n the coattails of Fight

that hisdadknowsthetirm is bogus

as well,and he once againloseshis
father's respect.

Finally, Davis learns the FBI
knows almost as much as he does,
and they want him to fill in the
details, in exchange for immunity.
The film captures the desireof so

lub's testosterone-laden
success.

Affleck explains thefiner pointsofcorruption andgreedto Ribisi.

Thankfully, Boiler
!
Room
trying
job
Ribisiis sobelievableas asmoothto do his
is far less violent, so you can
Affleck, as the firm's recruiter,is actually focus on the characters,
talking stockbroker, you caneasily
many who want to cash in on the understand how he dupes so many also very effective,promising they and enjoy your extra-large bucket
get-rich-quick careers that are clients. He makes you want in on will all make their first million of buttery popcorn.

" That guy Matt Damon hangs out withhas a lot of problems

JIM RENNIE

release during a prison food-fight. looking like acar wreck.The final
Reporter
And upon seeing Ashley waiting plot twist is so bizarre that you'd
outside the prison gate, Rudy de- better keep some concession stand
opening shot of Reindeer cides to impersonate Nick, in the soda nearby to wash the bad taste
es is like the dream of a de- hopesof getting somequick action
mented child: several men inSanta After five years in prison, this is
Claussuitsbleeding,burntanddead. pretty understandable.
After the two get it on at a local
Merry Christmas!
sure the observant readers motel, Ashley's hoodlum brother,
at this point asking themselves, Gabriel (Gary Sinise), shows up to
"Wait, isn't this February?Why is a kidnap "Nick,"in the hopes that he
Christmas moviecoming outnow?" can help Gabriel and his gang of
Well, February is the traditional thugs pull off a casino robbery
time studios empty their shelves of scheme.
movies that can't quite face up to
Now< weknow thatNick's really
of
summer
or
ButbothGabriel and Ashley
competition
Rudy.
the
the

Staff

Ec

.

thief, with half-cocked smiles and
grubby face givinghim most ofhis
criminal edge. Otherwise it's basiwilllikelyenjoyTheron'stwonude cally the sameperformance Affleck
gives in almost every other movie

requirementsgo,but otherwise has
little to work with.Moviegoerswho
enjoy looking at the female form

he's in.
Not to be outdone by Theron,
Affleck also shows his naked rear
endand hunky torso in this film, for
those moviegoers whoenjoy looking at the male form.
Reindeer Games takes itself far
tooseriously.A few moreself-deprecating moments could have

B'm

think Rudy's really Nick. Does
Rudy try to pretend and be Nick?
Or just be Rudy?
Movie Never-Never Land. Ho
If this were a comedy, lots of
crazyfunand madcaphijinks would
ho.
Actually,this moviehas as much follow at this point. ButReindeer
Gamesisn'ta comedy, it's an "action
thriller,"so instead
we get a lot of
Reindeer Games
swearing
and
Ben Affleck, Charlize Theron
threats of personal
in Theaters Friday
violence.
The plot goes
along in fits and
to do with Christmas as The Hunt starts fromthe initial setup.Mostof
For Red October has to do with the drama comes when Rudy will
Halloween. Which is to say,noth- ocassionallyprotest that he is not
Nick, that the kidnappers have the
ing.
After the opening visuals of hor- wrong guy. At this point the kidrifically mutilated Santas, we are nappers threaten to kill Rudy, and
introduced to Rudy Duncan (Ben Rudy is forced to pretend thathe's
Affleck), acar thief serving the end Nick again.
of a five-year sentence in the state
This happenssomany times over
prison,andhiscellmate Nick (James the course of the movie that you're
Frain), getting out the same day as hard-pressed to feelthe tension or
Rudy after serving a few years for careabout whatexcuse Rudy comes
manslaughter.
up with this time.
Waiting forNickon theoutside is
Thescript's author,Ehren Kruger,
Ashley (CharlizeTheron), whofell attempts to throw inseveral obligahopelessly inlovewithhim through tory plot twists, withlittle success.
love letters sent during his last six Onlyone,halfway throughthe film,
months in jail. And you thought the comes as asurprise andhas any real
dating scene at Seattle University importance,but it is just left hanging andisneverbrought to fruition
was bad.
Reindeer Games includes so
Unfortunately for him,Nick gets
a shiv to the ribs two days before manytwists and turns thatit ends up

worked wonders for this film, turning it into more of a dark comedy.
Instead, it keeps a dark and
gloomy tone with a feel of selfimportance. Even visually, cold,
harshcolorsanddramaticwideshots

holiday movie seasons. And this
little film got dumped right out of
Santa's sleigh and into February,

ti

.

The Spectator

try toconvince us thatthere really is
a lot of dramahappeningup on the

screen.

secenes.

Reindeer Games' runningtimeis
only98 minutes, so think of it as a
snack to tide you over until the big
action films of the summer.
Try to catch a cheap matinee, or

Affleck pretty much walks
through his performance as a car

see it when Reindeer Games hits
video shelves laterthis year.

Affleckfinds the criminalSantaprofession exhausting.
out of your mouth.

There are some humorous one-

liners that kept
the audience
chuckling from
time to time,but
they were few
and far between.
Sinise does a
goodjoboflooking mean and
sounding nasty,
while the rest of
his thieving crew
glare and frown
their
way
through the film.
Theron'sjobis
the usual for the
female leadinan
action film:look
cute above all

and deliver lines
when possible.
She does a good
jobas far as those

Research Paper Clinics
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The Lemieux Library Reference Department will offer Research Paper Clinics
February 1

- 25, 2000

Librarians will give incjiviclualizeci assistance in:
Defining your research topic
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Turn thisbreak into a real trip. With over 700 airlines,
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Men come up short three times over
Costly turnovers, bad breaks cause repeated Redhawk losses
timeouts.Johnsonpassed toHunter,
who missed his shot this time.
WOU'S Jon Moehring subsequently rebounded the ball and
called timeoutas he was falling out
of bounds.
With3.5 seconds left inthe game,
the Wolves wereable toget theball
in successfully andrun out theclock
to seal the victory.
TheWolvesleft witha winwhile
the Redhawks were left pondering
what could have been.
Hunter led all scorers with a career-high 28 points in the loss. He
connected on 13 of 19 shots from
the floor.
Nick Leonardearnedhis first start
of the season for the Redhawksand
he responded,scoring a career-high

-

20 points.

JeffNelsonalso had agoodgame
for SU. He made three of seven
three-pointers on his way to 19
points. He also had five rebounds,

Chris Hunter drives to the hoopon Saturday againstSimonFraser University. He finished with 16points.

CHESTER CHASTEK

by a point andunder twominutes to
But the Wolves answered again
play, the Redhawks (6-17) turned andheld a 92-88 lead with20 secthe ball over on an inbounds pass. onds left.
Hunter then connected ona three
Last night the SeattleUniversity The Wolves took the opportunity
men'sbasketball team playedwith and made the most of it, hitting a pointer to pull the Hawks within
guts but found no glory as they lost three pointer togive them an 87-83 one.
92-91 to the WesternOregonUni- lead. The Redhawks quickly
SU's Brian Johnson stole the
versity Runnin' Wolves.
inbounded the ball toChris Hunter Wolves' inbound pass after the
With the Wolves (7-19) leading who flew to the hoop for a layup. Redhawks had forced two Wolves'

Staff Reporter
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own.

SFU captured a six-point lead,at
with 7:22 left in the game,
and the teams traded baskets
throughout the rest of the game.
SFUallowed the Redhawks tostay
in the gameby turning the ball over
three times down the stretch and
allowing SU to continuously grab
offensiverebounds and get numerous second shot opportunities. Despite these goldenopportunities, the
Redhawks were unable to convert
offensively, andthe Clan sealed the
game at the free throw line in the
game's final minute.
Nelson ledthe Redhawks witha
game-high 21 points, 17in the second half, whileconnecting on four
of seven three-pointers. Hunter
added 12 points and three assists
and Johnson chipped in 10 points.
FroshNicholas Crespinel turned in
a Rodmanesqueperformance addingsix pointsand 15rebounds,eight
of them on the offensiveend.
The Clan was led by Richard
Anderson's double double of 13
pointsand a game-high lf>rebounds.
David Wahlfinished with 17points,
nine rebounds and four steals.
TeammateChris Gillchippedin 17
57-51,

three assists and three steals.
Edward McLaughlin had a
Redhawk career-high as well. This
time it was on the boards as he
pulleddown 12 rebounds togo with
his eightpoints.
In the first of the twoexhibition
games against Simon Fraser University (6-21), the SUmen traveled
to Burnaby,British Columbia last
Thursday night andlost 65-57.
Storming out of the gate early,
the SFU Clan took a 26-18 lead
with four minutes remainingin the
first half. Refusing to quit how- points.
ever, theRedhawks went on an 11In anattempt to avenge their loss
-4 run toclose thehalf and get them
See Basketball on page 16
within one point.
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Keeping the game close throughthe second half, the Redhawks
never let SFU lead by more than
five pointsand tied the game twice
in the halfs first 12 minutes. Despitekeepingitclose, theRedhawks
could never capture a lead of their
out
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THE WASHINGTON POLICE CORPS promises qualified applicants a
tremendous opportunity to enter the law enforcement profession,
while providing outstanding financial incentives.
Recieve full salary of your employing agency while recieviny up to
30,000 dollars in reimbursement for previously incurred college expenses.
Requirements: A Bachelors Degree or earning
a bachelors degree by Spring 2000.
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Basketball: too little too late as SU men lose down the stretch
26-of-36 from the foul line while three steals andJohnson added 11
SU only made 15 trips to the line, points and five rebounds.
connectingon 11
Taking care of the second half
scoring,Jeremy
Hunter and Leonard led the
Neufeld scored 16
Redhawks with 16 points each. points to lead the Clan along with
Leonardcameoff thebench tospark teammateAnderson's 16points and
theRedhawks with sixof 10 shoot- game-high 12rebounds.Jeff Antwi
ing and a three for threeeffort from added 15 points on five for seven
the foulline in 14 minutes of work. shooting,including three for four
Hunter shot a respectable seven for frombehind the arc.
TheRedhawksplay tonightatthe
14 from the field and added four
steals.Nelson added 14 points and Connolly Center at 8 p.m.

.

BASEBALL 2000
The best and worst of
the spring pastime

When oneneeds to get their daily
dose of hardball,ESPN is guaranteed to provide. Checking them
out on the webis also good for
midnight cravings.

—

RichardAndersonof the Clan is double-teamedbyEdMcLaughlinandNick Leonard duringSaturday 'sgame.

From pave 15

constant pressure onthe Redhawks.

despite being infoul trouble.
The Clan's Anderson scored 12
With the game close, SU comSFU,
points
at
the Redhawks returned first-half
and added ninere- mitted a shot clock violation with
home on Saturday to complete the bounds.
7:22leftin thegameand theleading
Sharp
passes
McLaughlin
from
game
second
of their home-and55-53. That little mistake allowed
and
movement
great
the
Clan.
Refrom
Hunter
against
home series
the Clan to hit a three-pointer and
venge was not to behad as they fell and Leonard gave the Redhawks the Redhawks were never able to
easy baskets, keeping them in the recover.
71-65.
Refusing to quit, SU forced a
As with two nights before, SFU ball game and allowing SU to take
Clanturnover,butCrespinelmissed
jumped out of the gate early,caus- a 31-29 halftime lead.
The game was a matter of "can a wide-openlayup with20 seconds
ingtheRedhawks to foul often,and
put the Clan in thebonus with 7:19 you match this," as both teams ex- left in the game.
left in the first halfand the score at changed clutch basket after clutch
SFU was able to seal the game
basket
in
the
second
half.
Leonard
24-19.
with clutch free throw shooting as
With a consistentand powerful kept the game in constant reach as the Redhawks were forced to foul
inside game SFU was able to keep he boasted 10 second-half points late in the game. TheClan finished

Baseball's Five Worst
1. Safeco Field It was $100
amburg
Scott Van
million over budget, and ticket
Sports Columnist
prices are rising. Many say that it
is just another Camden Clone,
Major League Baseball has which I
can'targue with.TheMariworkedits way back intothe pub- ners had better be pennant conlic eye recently,especiallyhere in tenders this year, orthe fieldmight
The recent Griffey trade be an empty $500 million monhe Cinncinnati Reds defihas sports fans everywhere
2.National League Central
spirit
spring
In
the
of
the
The
three frontline players in the
5.
training season,here is my list of gametoday allplayinthis six team
thefivebestand worstthingsabout division,but theReds willbe the
baseball both here in the north- onlyone withachance tocompete.
westandelsewhereinthecountry. Thelongballis nice, but what ever
happened to ERA'S under 4.00?
Baseball's FiveBest
3. Yankees Baseball With1.SafecoField TheMariners' out a salary cap orrevenue sharnew home is one of the premiere ing, the Bronx Bombers will be
places toholdaballgame ineither winningtitlesforafew more years.

«;.
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worldfullof superhuman
luggers, the boys from the Bronx
play America's pastime the way it
was meant to be played.
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league.Theseating is fan friendly, They'reup to the old tricks— buyand the concessions are quite ac- ing the quality players necessary
cessible. Seattle sun in the sum- to push themover the hump. Just
like the 19305, 40s, 50s, and 60s.
2.National League Central
4.Griffey's Trade— Baseball
With the Reds' acquisition of Jr., superstars have too much power
thehomerunracehasbeenstepped over who they play for. Griffey's
up a notch. Look forward to 18 short list of one team that he was
match-ups between Big Mac's willingto suit up for virtually asCards, Sosa'sCubs,andGriffey's sured that Seattle wouldget nextto
—
Reds. Early favorite Sluggin' nothing in a trade.It is a shame.
Sammy.
5.FOX The further commer3. Yankees Baseball In a cialization of baseball primarily
world full of superhuman slug- comes from one source— FOX.
gers, the boys fromtheBronxplay They are trying to turn our game
America'spastime the wayit was into all the glitz associated with
meant tobe played.Look forNew the NBA and professional footYork to contend for the World ball.It ishard to watchtheirbroadSeries title this year, again.
casts. Rupert Murdoch is ruining
4. Griffey's Homecoming
the Dodgers too,one ofbaseball's
Ken Griffey Jr.'s return to storied franchises.
Cincinatti, albeit horrible for the
Mariners (just look at what they
As you can see, there is a flip
gotin return), butitis goodfor the
side to every issue in the great
game. The Kid accepted a con- sport of baseball.
tract that pays much of his salary
Every fanneeds toshow support
after he retires. Commissioner forour beloved pastime, whilealso
Selig almost cried upon hearing expressing disapproval at the dithe news, according to Sports Il- rectionin whichthe sportis headed.
lustrated.
Also, look for the Braves to beat
Gotta love the net- the YankeesintheFallClassicthis
ir the consummate fan.
time.
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Redhawk women learn lessons on roadtnp
Team is playingfor thefuture as the season draws to a close
ford Clary
Sports Editor
TheRedhawk womenreturned to

the road this past weekend, and
unfortunately theyearned twomore
losses for theireffort,dropping their
record to 7-16. But the losses are
notall that theybrought back.They
brought back somelessons as well.
"There aredifferent waystolearn;
being ontheroadis alearningexperience,learning to playunder those
conditions,"Coach DaveCox said.
"Thereareamillion lessons tolearn
on theroad."
On Thursday, Seattle University
played Western New MexicoUniversity inSilver City, NM.The 75-44final scoreis deceiving; this was
a close game,for ahalf.
Tostart thegame, theRedhawks'
intensity matched that of the
WNMU Mustangs,and they found
themselvesdown just31-25 athalftime.
For the first eight minutes of the
secondhalf,the gameseemedlikeit
would go downto the wire.
With 12minutes left in the game,
the Redhawks were down by only
10 points, setting the stage for a
dramatic finish, but then the
Redhawks ran out of air, literally.
Cox said some of players "succumbed to the altitude," and the
team wasunable to keepupits solid
play due to fatigue.

The Mustangs, sensing the
Theefforts of those two were not
breath,
were
out
tokeeptheRedhawks inthe
nearly
enough
Redhawks
of
victims,
game
visiting
attacked the
and
however. The thinair in Silexplodedon a 31-10 run to end the ver City seemed to affect SU's
game.
shooting in the secondhalf. They
AudrieMagdalenoled four Mus- made only seven of 27 shots (26
tangs whoscoredindouble figures. percent).They were unable to conShe scored 17 ofher game-high 25 vert any of their seven three-point
points in the secondhalf. She also shots in the second half. For the
accounted for five rebounds, six game, the Redhawks shot 33 per-

MSB was not the place to recover
from theirearlier loss.
The MSB Yellowjackets were
celebrating senior night, and that
provided all the emotional lift they
neededfor their 106-63 victory.
They jumped all over us," Cox
said. He added, "For most of the
second half we played themeven."
The Yellowjackets' hot shooting

her way to 17 points. She also had
four rebounds and threeassists.
Germaine Espinoza took a page
out of the Matzke book. Shemade
threeof seven three-point attempts,
accounting fornine ofher 11 points.
She also had six boards and five
assists.
Hinke had another good game.
She chipped in 13 points and five
rebounds.

MSB shot justas well as WNMU
did two nights before. They made
an astounding 65 percent of their
shots from the field and 48 percent
frombehind the arc.TheRedhawks
countered with 30 percent shoot-

We are trying to play better everyday, weare playingfor
one, two and three years down the road.
Head Coach Dave COX

assists,three stealsand twoblocked

cent from the field, an anemic 19

shots.Teammate DuulceDavidson
added 18 points and five boards.
Renee Carter and Teri Hubbell
scored 11 and 10 points respectively.
The Redhawks had some solid
individual performances as well.
CenterRachelHinkeconvertednine
of 13 shots from the field to finish
with22 points.
She alsohad sevenrebounds and
two blocks.
Forward Mandy Matzke continued her strong season; she posted
13 points,seven rebounds and two

percent from behind the arc, and a
Shag-like 46 percent at the charity

steals.

stripe.
In stark contrast, the Mustangs
made nineof 14 second-halfthreepointbombs tofinish the gamewith
a 59 percent three point shooting
mark.
Anotherdisparitymarkedthe difference between the two teams as
well, while the WNMU bench
notched 23 points, the SU bench
managed only one point.
OnSaturday night, theRedhawks
played at Montana State-Billings.
Unfortunately for the Redhawks,

ing.

With the playoffs clearly out of
reach andthe season windingdown,
theRedhawks stillhave a reason to
play hard.
"We are trying to play better everyday, weareplaying for one,two
and three years down the road.
Hopefully we can get this program
back up to the level of dominance
that we had until about '93," Cox
said.
TheRedhawks nextchance tolay
the groundwork for future dominance comes this Saturday when
they host the University ofAlaskaAnchorage. Tip-off is scheduled
for 7 p.m.
"It wasa learningexperienceon
the road,soI
am looking forward to

and several niceindividual performances, proved to be toomuch for
the Redhawks.
MSB sprintedtoa56-26halftime
lead, and despite SU's best efforts
toget back intothegame,they were
denied.
CodiSchmitzledthe MSBeffort.
Shehad 31 points and 11rebounds.
She wasaided by the 13 points and
12 assists of Deena Barty. Joan
Langford contributed 13pointsand
four assists while Kami Malnaa
scored 11 points.
Matzke continued to play how
shehasall season,fillingup her stat
line.She hit four three-pointerson beinghomethis week," Cox said.
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Congratulations to junior forward Jeff Nelson, senior forward
Mandy Matzke,junior forward AnnaKloeck, and sophomore guard
Bridgette Takeuchi. These Redhawks basketball players were recently named to the PacWest Academic All-ConfrenceTeam.
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the LSAT?
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I'm Steven Klein, LSAT
specialist. Fourteen years and
30?°, students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own ciasses That's
why youshould call me.
My -nine week course features
hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $695.
1 can answer any LSAT
question let me prove it. Call
now f° r a free seminar;
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Reggae Reggae Night
Featuring Alex Duncan
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The bands are in and ready to rock and roll! Come see and
ear somes
s talentedmusicians perform. On
Saturday,Feb. 26, 2000, SEAC is sponsoring the annual
Battle of the Bands. Doors open at 7 p.m. Cost is $3 with
a canned good and $5 without a can of food. A beer garden
is available to those 21 years and over (ID is required). So
d nt misS OUt and make plans t0 attend the Y2K Battle of
the Bands.
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LIP SYNC
LIP SYNCIS HACK FOR WINTER HI Ullllt ANDIS LOOKINC FOR PARTICIPANTS TO PERFORM. THE m AIM I\l HAS 111- EN
EXTENDEDTO WEDNESDAY, MARCH I, 2WM), FOR ALL APPLICATIONS. EVERY ACT IS LIMITED TO 7 MINUTES AND MUST
SUIIMIT A DEMO TAPE WITH THE APPLICATION. APPLICATIONS CAN RE TURNED INTO THE SEAC OFFICE INSUB 202. MONEY
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED TO THE WINNERS.
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Submit to Fragments:A MagazineofLiteraryand Visual Arts
Submit your poetry,prose,artwork and photography to Fragments,
SU's literary magazine,and be remembered forever! Submission
guidelinescan be picked up in the Englishdepartment office or in the
yr
Fine Arts building. Submissions due Wednesday,March 1, 2000.
Poetry and prosemaybe turned into the Fragmentsbox in the
jS*^
Englishdepartment. Artwork and photography may be
turned into the secretaryin the Fine
XC
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X& foV Seminar Notice \ %%.
J> / "A Question ofScale" \%*
*&'
by Dr.James Reid
\
\r Jr,^ /
Physics
Department
% *C°
\
Seattle University

\^^ %\.

United Filipino Club
\<'y
S
/
Sixth Annual BarrioFiesta
\. Q-^
K.
"AninagNgKahapon:
Evolution of Our Heritage"
March 4, 2000
$13 for student,$16 for general public
\. 4^/
No tickets at the door
Doorsopen at 5:30 p.m.
Abortion stops a beating
4,000 times a day.
heart
A portion of the proceeds goes to bene
Students
for Life of SU
fit AIDS and HIV prevention/education
U
&P
through the International Community
J Health
the UpperSUB. Joinus.For
Service.
moreinformation e-mail:
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Ihe ASSU RepresentativeCouncil passed Resolution ROO-3 on ihe need for International
student Scholarships Tuesday night at the Council meeting
WHEREAS SeattleUniversity's financial aid guide-2(KX) states that Seattle University
idministers $40 million in financial aid, including more than $16 million to
-jndergraduates in grants and scholarships and
WHEREAS current SeattleUniversity internationalstudents do not receive any form of
irants and scholarships basedon academics, financial need and crisis,or community
;ervice to support their

\

A talk about the conceptsofscale and
renormalization inmodern physical theory
Wednesday, March 1at noon inBannon 202
Sponsored by the SUPhysics Club
Refreshments willbe provided
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education and
WHEREAS international scholarships and grants willhelp retain international"students,
<~
clr--i
rai» ai r*
D|
f"llm Series
(specially during times of economic hardship and
3 Ua)J Al 5 &lQ
WHEREAS scholarships for international students has been researched and
Come watch films sheddinglight on l/g/b/t issues with power and
WHEREAS other Jesuit Colleges and Universities facillitate scholarships for international
humor.
students
coming
Ellens
out episode: Feb. 24
THEREFORE BE ITRESOLVED that the ASSU RepresentativeCouncil strongly
InandOut: Mar. 2
-equests Seattle University's administration to aid international students in furthering their Films show Thursday
evenings @ 7:30 p.m. in the Community Room
hc larships a d
& the Murphy Apartments. (The
,
Community Room is on the
M
v
3E IT FURTHER RESOLVED that Seattle Univesity should
,I, ../
make contnued efforts to
«.,
a
'
s°
U
t
h
5
Uth&M
f
3
In
the
Cent6r
f the aPartment comPle><:
bwl^
issist in the education of international students.
it s theroom with the ping pon and pool tables inside.)
AiSSU unanamously approves a resolution to make new student union building
EVERYONE WELCOME!
mvironmentally sustainable. Look for the resolution willbe posted on the ASSU page
Snacks and drinks provided. Sponsoredby The Triangle Club.
lext week.
Questions: e-mail triangle@seattleu.edu.
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T\itors Needed
ScorePrep is hiringbright
and enthusiastic people to
tutor high school students
for the SAT and academic
subjects. Tutors are needed
in SouthSeattle,theeastside
md many other areas.
Reliable transportation
equired.
Make you own schedule

indearnsl3-22/hr.Gradu-

habilitationServices, aprogram that provides employment assistance to those
with central nervous systern disorders. Flexible
work schedule. $13/hr.
Fax resumes attn: Dave
VC@ccsww.org
Clemmons (206) 731-6088,
mail to:
* This is aCatholic Com- orAttn:
Dave Clemmons
munity Service program
Neurological Rehabilitation Services Mail Stop
359744 Seattle, WA 98 104
-laundry
Volunteersselectthe time,
day, and place they choose
to assist a person in need.
If interested, please call
(206) 324-5247 or e-mail:

ite students encouraged to

ipply.
Call (206) 985-1322

Located in a busy mcdical office on SwedishcamEndofFebruary thru July
Volunteers Needed
1 bedroom $535 includes
pus. Filing phones, dclivcries. Medical office expe- heat & water. Extra bed in
Give the gift oflove. Vol- rience preferred. $9/hr. 10- livingroom.Friendlyneighmteer and be a neighborly 20 hrs/wk.
bors
issistant! Volunteer chore Call Bey at (206) 340Call 325-4052
bringing
ervices is
com- U\l.
nunityhome.
Volunteers are matched
vith a senior adult with a
por Rent
Usability who needs extra
Job Development
ielPSpacious 3 bedroom.
Specialist 50%
What volunteers do:
Hill area. Recently
Capitol
v
~r A.x,nrv
-yardwork
Only 2 blocks away from renovated.
-shopping
$1200.00/month.
SU. Incumbent withexceltransportation
Available 3/1/00.
lem verbal/writtenskins t0
light housekeeping
Call (206) 362-7305 or
represent VocationalistRe-
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Roommate Wanted

'
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»P O advertise

Roommate wanted to
share 3bd/2ba apt.
Condo quality, w/d in
unit, se-cured building, all
youneedisyourbed, towel
& toothbrush! Rent $350
+ utilities.
Call (425) 260-0675

.

Call Romie
Ponce at
(206)296

or

ax her at

(206)296.6477.

The cost for

_ _

classifieds is
*
$5 for the

.
lnK Jet
T
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first 20 words

Cartridges

and 10 cents a
word thereaf-

INK-JET
CARTRIDGES ARE EXPEN-

ter.

SIVE!!!
Save3o%-60%ONALL
INK-JET, LASER, FAX,
AND COPIER SUPPLIES.

classitied

ads must be
submitted by

Friday at 5

Web:
www.firstclassgroup.com,

p.m. for the
_.

Thursday edx-

or email:

tion. Pre-pay

info@firstclassgroup.com

phone (215) 891-1792
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Every Thursday

$7.00 17inch
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New York Pizza

L

Corner of 14th & Madison
free parking in rear

JM

*Please mention this ad when ordering-valid only with student ID card
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(^EEK OF 2/24 - 3/1

ON CAMPUS L__^
Now-2/27 -Uncle Vanya presented by SU Fine Arts
Department intheVachonRoom,Fine ArtsBuilding,
7:30 p.m. and 2/27 matinee, 2:30 p.m. Tickets $8
general, $5seniorsand SU faculty,staffandstudents.
For moreinformation call (206) 296-5360.
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2/24 Men's basketball vs. Humboldt State Univer
sity,Bp.m.
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2/25 Seattle Supersonics vs. AtlantaHawks @ key
Arena, 7 p.m. For more information visit http:/

,

www.nba.com/sonics.
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2/26
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2/26-Women's basketball vs. University of Alaska
Anchorange, 7 p.m.

Urt1 LAJVIIrIJiS ix^^^^aw/srs
-

2/26-BigSpoon withguest JonathanKingham ©The
Paradox Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets $8. For more
information call (206) 524-7677. +ALL AGES.

-

2/28 Democratic Presidential hopeful BillBradley
speaks at University of Washington, noon. For more
information contact Jessica @ (206) 398-4737.

-

3/1 MXPX @ MET Theater, 8:30 p.m. Tickets $10
advance. ALL AGES.

_ SeatUe Tnunderbirds vs. Kelowna @ Key

Arena, 7:35 p.m.

r

2/25 and 26 Shut up and Love Me in the Studio
Theater @On The^oards,8 and 10 p.m. Tickets $20.
For more information call (206) 217-9888.
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Fred thought it was an ice-breaker when his professor asked him
wnat tnree items he would want with him if he were «t randed on a
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the Key to Overcoming Greed: 'Heroics,' Ambition
and the Fear of Death?" lecture with Charles Kay
Smith, fromUniversity ofMassachusettes, 7:30 p.m.
inSchafer Auditorium.

flocabu@seattleu.edu.
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- "Does Classical Epicurean Philosophy hold

2/25 Showcase 2000 Talent ShOW featuring local
hiphop andR&B artists, 7 p.m.Tickets $3. Formore
information call (206) 398-4936 or email
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